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characters to be zero mov esi, 2 mov ecx, 0x7FF ; loop counter l3: mov cl, [eax] ; access the first character mov [rbp+8], cl ; write it to the address pointed by rbp+8 inc ecx ; increment loop counter mov cl, [eax]
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Invention The present invention relates to a transmitter and a receiver for mobile communication, and particularly to a transmitter and a receiver which provide high data transmission efficiency and exhibit excellent electric characteristics. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent years, as the propagation of the mobile telephone service and radio LAN has been activated,
the cellular telephone system has begun to be spread and the personal digital assistant (PDA) and the mobile personal computer (PC) have been increasingly used. The spread of the radio LAN is also advancing and the LAN has begun to be installed in companies, transportation and the like. The cellular telephone system adopts the carrier-sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) system 2d92ce491b
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